Confirmation Dress Code

This is the diocesan dress code for sacramental events. Please just make sure your children are in Sunday best!

**Ladies:**
Dress in good taste is requested and should be appropriate for important life occasions. (Church, banquets, and special occasions but not formal or semi-formal). Shoulders must be covered. No plunging or revealing necklines. No bare midriffs. **Skirts and dresses should fall in length below the knee and not be tight or suggestive.** Pant suits or full length pants with an appropriate top are acceptable. Please no shorts or capris. Shoes should be appropriate for outfit and church- **no flip flops or tennis shoes!**

**Gentlemen:** Dress in good taste is requested and should be appropriate for important life occasions (Church, banquets, and special occasions). Shirts should be tucked in and pants fitted at waist with belt. Shoes should be appropriate for outfit and church- **no flip flops or tennis shoes.**
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